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seems quite favorable.

Sperm test 2. Competition Contests Christy Jones can win the HBS contests since she worked for two years
prior to developing business plan. The procedure carries some risks to the woman and is no guarantee of a
future pregnancy; IVF using frozen eggs has just a middling success rate. The two most critical parts of that
for us are one, making information on fertility easy for women to obtain, and two, keeping prices as low as we
can sustain from a business model perspective. This What Are Droughts? She began thinking about what
would happen over the next 10 years. Concerning the fertility issue, this paper will discuss the emerging
company name Extend Fertility that offers attractive fertility services. Yet the demand is there; more than 85,
women in the U. Credibility The first of credibility is HBS winner contests. We built our service specifically
to meet the needs of women looking to freeze their eggs and there are three main factors that set us apart.
Want to learn more about egg freezing with Extend Fertility? As Dr. In much details, the revenue model of
Extend Fertility composes of providing egg-freezing services to couples who want to have children, license,
and service fees that customers and fertility clinics pay to Extend fertility. Another startup called Modern
Fertility has begun rolling out its test , which measures various hormone levels including several correlated
with how many eggs a women has in her ovaries. After having a pile of information about egg freezing and
attending many conferences, Christy Jones and Dr. She was 32 at that time and single. Before we were
founded in , the fertility industry focused first and foremost on people struggling with infertility and trying to
conceive immediately. It's a long road from here, but she'll push through. That has led many women to not
start families until their 30s instead of their 20s and, unfortunately, one thing that has not changed in that time
is the biological clock. Klein recognized the potential for egg freezing to help women proactively preserve
their fertility and potentially avoid the struggles with infertility that older women often face. More from our
blog. As of , egg freezing was no longer experimental â€”meaning it was available to way more women who
were thinking about delaying childbearing for any reason. The U. Many fertility doctors in India display
religious iconography around their clinics, and often name their clinics after the names of goddesses of
fertility. We believe in our technology. This achievement represents that Extend Fertility is developed
seriously with details business plan that any investors would interest in funding this business. While
researching her options, she often felt that this was a moneymaking scheme for doctors and clinics. Some are
spending on splashy advertising and a deliberate strategy of reaching out to young women who are not yet
trying to conceive. Focus on finding investors who not only want to give you capital but also have experience
that will be valuable to you as you grow. How is Extend Fertility different? This fall, Ovation bought two
more clinics in Louisiana. At one side, Christy Jones, a graduate of Harvard Business School is an excited
fledgling entrepreneur while in other side; Behr is an energized medical researcher with specialization in
Gynecology and Obstetrics. Klein, a co-founder of Extend Fertility, told Moneyish. However, if the women
are expected to extend their working period in labor force, they will have an increase incentive to invest in
education and job training, which would lead to increase in wage rate. Schedule a call This resulted in what
Dr. From our Egg Freezing sessions to our dedicated Fertility Advisors, we offer an informative, transparent
and compassionate experience without confusing gimmicks. What advice can you offer companies in New
York that do not have a fresh injection of capital in the bank? Moreover, since many women start wanting to
have children when they reach above 35 of age, there is opportunity to conduct eggs freezing business. Want
to get started? Contact us to understand your fertility health, and what egg freezing can do for you.


